2018 PDCA Agility Ratings
Shows dated 10/01/ through 12/31/18

Top 5 Standard Courses
1. MACH Be Happy MXB MJB XF 100 (+100.28) Joy Lynne Scott; Bad Axe, MI
2. MACH Joker’s Wild Mardi Gras Maskerade MXG MJG2 NF T2B 100 (+90.02) Jill Chodelka; Bradenton, FL
3. MACH Ken Sekine MXS MJC MJP 100 (+82.11) Yuuki Sekine & Yukiko Sekine; Cotati, CA
4. Licht’s Jasper MX MXJ MJB MXF T2B 100 (+78.56) Rupert Licht; Miami, FL
5. MACH2 Princess Snow White MXG PAD MJC PJD MXF T2X T2B2 CGC TKA 100 (+76.10) Debra Runyen; Milwaukie, OR

Top 5 Standard Preferred Courses
1. MACH3 PACH4 Pnash Pbj Pug Number Nine MXG MJC MXP9 MXPG MJP12 MJPB2 PAX4 100 (+88.42) Cindy Pichotta; Minneapolis, MN
2. CH Felzar’s A League Of Her Own AXP OJP NFP CGC 100 (+87.45) Brittney Coleman and Kathie Rizzo; Weare, NH
3. Hazel RE AXP AJP NFP CGC TKN 100 (+70.02) Heidi Mina; Carver, MA
4. Candyland’s Annabelle Crackers In My Soup OAP OJP 100 (+69.15) Amanda DePrins; Bradford, PA
5. Jimmy MXP2 MJP2 MJPB NFP T2BP 100 (+51.99) Willie Meyers; Plano, TX

Top 5 Jumpers with Weaves Courses
1. MACH Be Happy MXB MJB XF 100 (+65.43) Joy Lynne Scott; Bad Axe, MI
2. MACH Joker’s Wild Mardi Gras Maskerade MXG MJG2 NF T2B 100 (+62.09) Jill Chodelka; Bradenton, FL
3. Licht’s Jasper MX MXJ MJB MXF T2B 100 (+54.69) Rupert Licht; Miami, FL
4. Cottonwood & Kendra’s Black Camomile RN OA AXJ NF CA CGC TKN 100 (53.30) Abby Bruce; East Montpelier, VT
5. Chesapeake Bay’s Miss Buttercup NAJ NF 100 (+48.96) Kathy Routten and David Borowski; Suffolk, VA

Top 5 Jumpers with Weaves Preferred Courses
1. Tucker Provens NAP NJP 100 (+66.51) Sheryl Provens; Xenia, OH
2. CH Felzar’s A League Of Her Own AXP OJP NFP CGC 100 (+66.49) Brittney Coleman and Kathie Rizzo; Weare, NH
3. MACH3 PACH4 Pnash Pbj Pug Number Nine MXG MJG MXP9 MXPG MJP12 MJPb2 PAX4 100 (+63.65) Cindy Pichotta; Minneapolis, MN
4. Hazel RE AXP AJP NFP CGC TKN 100 (+50.38) Heidi Mina; Carver, MA
5. Fairway’s Bump And Run CD BN RA OAP AJP OFP CA CGC 100 (44.57) Tracey Terry; Kingston, NY

The PDCA Top Twenty Agility Ratings rank the top five pugs in the Standard Courses and the top five pugs in the Jumpers with Weaves courses for Regular and Preferred heights. The ratings are calculated by taking the average of the top three scores for each pug in each division. If there is a tie, the placement is determined by subtracting the pug’s running time from the course time and adding the difference for the three runs. The pug with the highest difference will be awarded the higher placement.

Effective January 1, 2006, pugs that had previously competed in the Regular division and dropped down to the Preferred division are not eligible for placements until they reach the same title level in
Preferred that they competed in the Regular division. For example, a dog with an MX title (Master) would not be eligible for Preferred ratings until they earn an MXP title.
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